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Abstract: In this paper explains about the Communication breaks down repeatedly in “Interpreter of 

Maladies,” often with hurtful consequences. Mr.Kapasi, who is the interpreter of maladies, as Mrs. Das 

names him, has lost his ability to communicate with his wife, forcing him to drink his tea in silence at 

night and leading to a loveless marriage. He has also lost his ability to communicate in some of the 

languages he learned as a younger man, leaving him with only English, which he fears he does not 

speak as well as his children. Mr. and Mrs. Das do not communicate, not because of a language barrier 

but because Mrs. Das hides behind her sunglasses most of the time and Mr. Das has his nose buried in a 

guidebook. The children do not listen to their parents, nor do they listen to Mr. Kapasi about the 

monkeys. All these frustrated attempts at communicating with one another lead to hurt feelings. The 

Kapasis are trapped in a failing marriage. The Dases are openly hostile to each other. The Das children 

run rampant over their parents and everyone else. And Mr. Kapasi and Mrs. Das are unable to reach a 

level of friendship that they both may have sought, if only they could speak with one another openly. 

When Mrs. Das loses Mr. Kapasi’s address at the end of the story, it marks the termination of the 

possibility that they could reach out to each other and the definite end to all communication between 

them. 
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

American literature is the literature written or produced inside the area of the USA and its preceding 

colonies. For extra unique discussions of poetry and theater, see Poetry of the US and Theater inside 

the United States. During its early history, America turned into a chain of British colonies on the 

eastern coast of the present-day United States. Therefore, its literary culture begins as related to the 

broader tradition of English literature. However, unique American traits and the breadth of its 

production normally now motive it to be taken into consideration a separate path and tradition. 

Depression era writers protected John Steinbeck (1902–1968), first-rate for his novel The Grapes of 

Wrath. Henry Miller assumed a completely unique place in American Literature within the Thirties 

while his semi-autobiographical novels were banned from the USA. From the cease of World War II up 

till, kind of, the past due 1960s and early Nineteen Seventies saw the book of some of the most popular 

works in American records inclusive of To Kill a Mockingbird with the aid of Harper Lee. America's 

involvement in World War II influenced the creation of works inclusive of Norman Mailer's The Naked 

and the Dead (1948), Joseph Heller's Catch-22 (1961) and Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s Slaughterhouse-Five 

(1969). John Updike turned into notable for his novel Rabbit, Run (1960). Philip Roth explores Jewish 

identification in American society. From the early Seventies to the contemporary the maximum crucial 

literary motion has been postmodernism and the flowering of literature by means of ethnic minority 

writers. 

Puritan poetry become exceedingly religious in nature, and one of the earliest books of poetry posted 

became the Bay Psalm Book, a set of translations of the biblical Psalms; but, the translators' intention 

http://www.sparknotes.com/short-stories/interpreter-of-maladies/character/mr-kapasi/
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became now not to create excellent literature but to create hymns that would be utilized in worship. 

Among lyric poets, the maximum critical figures are Anne Bradstreet, who wrote personal poems 

approximately her family and homelife; pastor Edward Taylor, whose satisfactory poems, the 

Preparatory Meditations, had been written to help him put together for main worship; and Michael 

Wigglesworth, whose high-quality-promoting poem, The Day of Doom (1660), describes the time of 

judgment. It turned into published within the equal 12 months that anti-Puritan Charles II become 

restored to the British throne. He observed it  years later with God's Controversy With New England. 

Nicholas Noyes became additionally recognised for his doggerel verse. 

New England become now not the simplest vicinity in the colonies; southern literature is represented 

by using the diary of William Byrd of Virginia, in addition to through The History of the Dividing 

Line, which distinctive the excursion to survey the swamp between Virginia and North Carolina 

however which additionally remarks at the exclusive life of the Native Americans and the white settlers 

within the place. In a comparable ebook, Travels through North and South Carolina, Georgia, East and 

West, William Bartram defined in outstanding element the Southern landscape and the Native 

American peoples whom he encountered; Bartram's e book turned into very famous in Europe, being 

translated into German, French and Dutch.  

CHAPTER II 

A BACKGROUND STUDY OF THE AUTHOR 

Nilanjana Sudeshna "Jhumpa" Lahiri (born on July 11, 1967) is an American author. Lahiri has been 

decided on because the winner of the twenty ninth PEN/Malamud Award for Excellence within the 

Short story. Lahiri's debut brief story series Interpreter of Maladies (1999) gained the 2000 Pulitzer 

Prize for Fiction, and her first novel, The Namesake (2003), turned into tailored into the famous movie 

of the same call. She became born Nilanjana Sudeshna however goes by using her nickname Jhumpa. 

Lahiri is a member of the President's Committee on the Arts and Humanities, appointed via U.S. 

President Barack Obama. Her book The Lowland, posted in 2013, changed into a nominee for the Man 

Booker Prize and the National Book Award for Fiction. Lahiri is presently a professor of innovative 

writing at Princeton University.  

Lahiri become born in London, the daughter of Bengali Indian emigrants from the kingdom of West 

Bengal. Her own family moved to the US while she became ; Lahiri considers herself an American, 

mentioning, "I wasn't born right here, but I would possibly as nicely have been." Lahiri grew up in 

Kingston, Rhode Island, wherein her father Amar Lahiri works as a librarian at the University of Rhode 

Island; he is the premise for the protagonist in "The Third and Final Continent," the last tale from 

Interpreter of Maladies. Lahiri's mom desired her children to develop up understanding their Bengali 

heritage, and her own family frequently visited household in Calcutta (now Kolkata).  

When she started kindergarten in Kingston, Rhode Island, Lahiri's teacher decided to call her by way of 

her puppy call, Jhumpa, as it was less difficult to pronounce than her "proper call." Lahiri recalled, "I 

constantly felt so embarrassed by means of my name.... You sense like you're inflicting someone pain 

simply by way of being who you're." Lahiri's ambivalence over her identification turned into the 

foundation for the ambivalence of Gogol, the protagonist of her novel The Namesake, over his unusual 

name. Lahiri graduated from South Kingstown High School and acquired her B.A. In English literature 

from Barnard College in 1989.  

Lahiri's early quick testimonies faced rejection from publishers "for years." Her debut quick story 

series, Interpreter of Maladies, was eventually launched in 1999. The memories cope with sensitive 

dilemmas inside the lives of Indians or Indian immigrants, with subject matters inclusive of marital 

problems, the bereavement over a stillborn baby, and the disconnection among first and second 

technology United States immigrants. Lahiri later wrote, "When I first commenced writing I became 

now not aware that my problem changed into the Indian-American enjoy. What drew me to my craft 
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changed into the choice to force the two worlds I occupied to mingle on the page as I turned into now 

not brave sufficient, or mature enough, to allow in existence." The collection became praised with the 

aid of American critics, but obtained mixed critiques in India, in which reviewers were alternately 

enthusiastic and upset Lahiri had "now not paint Indians in a greater wonderful mild." "Many humans 

criticise her by way of saying that she, in her testimonies, has portrayed India in [an] uncertain, 

unfaithful and defective manner. But, it is absolutely painful for any writer living far away in a brand 

new nation, leaving his/her personal fatherland in the back of; the motherland, the environment, people, 

tradition and so forth. Constantly echo in the author’s (and of path everybody else’s) thoughts. So, the 

way of seeking to believe and describe approximately the motherland and its people deserves esteem. I 

suppose that we should coin a new term, i.E. 'remote-writer' and upload it to Lahiri’s call because she, 

being part of another usa, has taken the assist of 'imagination' and depicted her India the way she has 

desired to; the author should have each possible proper to paint the world the way he/she thinks 

suitable." Interpreter of Maladies offered six hundred,000 copies and obtained the 2000 Pulitzer Prize 

for Fiction (best the 7th time a tale collection had gained the award).  

In 2003, Lahiri posted The Namesake, her first novel. The tale spans over 30 years inside the lifestyles 

of the Ganguli circle of relatives. The Calcutta-born mother and father immigrated as young adults to 

america, in which their children, Gogol and Sonia, develop up experiencing the constant generational 

and cultural gap with their dad and mom. A film version of The Namesakewas released in March 2007, 

directed by means of Mira Nair and starring Kal Penn as Gogol and Bollywood stars Tabu and Irrfan 

Khan as his parents. Lahiri herself made a cameo as "Aunt Jhumpa." 

 

CHAPTER III 

INTERPRETER OF MALADIES 

Jhumpa Lahiri become born in 1967 in London, England, and raised in Rhode Island. Her moms and 

dads, a librarian and instructor, respectively, had emigrated from Calcutta, India, and Lahiri spoke 

Bengali with them at domestic. As Lahiri grew up, she by no means felt absolutely American because 

of her parents’ deep ties to India, her personal common visits there, and the truth that she become born 

in another country altogether. As a toddler, Lahiri wrote stories and short novels and for her school 

newspaper, however she by no means significantly considered writing as a true course. For maximum 

of her young maturity, Lahiri didn’t write in any respect, beginning once more only when she 

graduated from Barnard College, wherein she studied literature, and started out figuring out what she 

ought to do subsequent. Although she persevered to put in writing fiction and publish testimonies in 

small literary journals, Lahiri pursued three master’s ranges, in English, innovative writing, and 

comparative research, in addition to a Ph.D. In Renaissance research, at Boston University. 

In 1998, Lahiri turned into normal to the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown, Massachusetts, an 

esteemed arts middle that supports emerging and established writers and artists by using imparting 

them with short residencies that allow them time to paintings completely on their artwork. In the equal 

year, she posted “A Temporary Matter” inside the New Yorker and commenced to garner immense 

essential reward. She went directly to publish two greater tales inside the mag within a one-year 

duration, “Sexy” and “The Third and Final Continent.” These stories sooner or later became part of the 

9-story collection Interpreter of Maladies, which Lahiri published in 1999. 

 

Interpreter of Maladies became Lahiri’s first book and a direct success. It received the Pulitzer Prize in 

2000, making Lahiri the first character of South Asian descent to win an individual Pulitzer Prize. Her 

series triumphed over the paintings of two established writers—Close Range: Wyoming Stories, via 

Annie Proulx, and Waiting, with the aid of Ha Jin. The identify story, “Interpreter of Maladies,” 

http://www.sparknotes.com/short-stories/interpreter-of-maladies/
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received an O. Henry Award for Best American Short Stories and changed into protected inside the 

anthology Best American Short Stories in 1999. 

 

Although Lahiri by no means lived in India, her frequent visits to Calcutta familiarized her with the 

town, and he or she selected to marry there in 2001. Most of Lahiri’s work specializes in the lives of 

Indian Americans, and the stories in Interpreter of Maladies are set in India or elements of the US, 

consisting of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and an unnamed university town very much like Cambridge. 

In her stories, characters come collectively for reasons that are not intimate and wind up finding 

themselves in intimate conditions. For instance, in “Interpreter of Maladies,” the 2 fundamental 

characters discover themselves together in a automobile due to the fact considered one of them hires 

the alternative as a tour manual. Other tales inside the series contain a landlady and her tenants, an 

after-school caretaker and her ward, and a married couple in disaster. Lahiri tells most of the tales 

through the sudden narrative perspective of someone who isn't intently related to the man or woman 

under commentary. Few of the memories contain dramatic plot strains, even though maximum contain 

the aftershocks of some major lifestyles-changing occasion, together with an affair, a miscarriage, or 

immigration. 

India looms huge in each tale, although its affect varies in each story as it does in each character’s life. 

India is a country of linguistic variety. The critical authorities uses each Hindi and English, as is needed 

by the Indian charter, and an extra twenty-two languages are diagnosed as respectable languages of 

India. By a few counts, there are greater than four hundred languages spoken in India, whilst others 

pick to say that there are greater than 2,000 dialects. Indians have immigrated to the United States in 

impressive numbers because the Nineteen Sixties. Largely nicely knowledgeable and exceedingly 

skilled, Indian immigrants come for a selection of motives, however regularly to are searching for 

paintings in technological fields. Indian Americans now represent the third-largest Asian American 

network in the United States. 

In 2003, Lahiri published her 2nd e book, The Namesake, and keeps to post character quick stories. She 

lives in Brooklyn, New York, together with her husband and  children. 

The Das family is in India on holiday, and Mr. Das has hired Mr. Kapasi to force them to go to the Sun 

Temple. The own family sits in the car, which is stopped near a tea stall. Mr. And Mrs. Das are arguing 

approximately who need to take their daughter, Tina, to the bathroom, and Mrs. Das in the long run 

takes her. Ronny, their son, darts out of the automobile to take a look at a goat. Mr. Das, who carefully 

resembles Ronny, reprimands him but does not anything to forestall him, even when he says he desires 

to deliver the goat a bit of gum. Mr. Das tells Bobby, the more youthful of their two sons, to head 

appearance after Ronny. When Bobby refuses, Mr. Das does nothing to put into effect his order. 

The institution sets off. Tina performs with the locks within the back of the car, and Mrs. Das does no 

longer forestall her. Mrs. Das sits inside the vehicle silently and eats her snack with out offering any to 

every body else. Along the road, they see monkeys, which Mr. Kapasi says are common inside the 

location. Mr. Das has him stop the auto so he can take a photo of a starving peasant. Mr. And Mrs. Das 

quarrel due to the fact Mr. Das has now not gotten them a tour guide whose automobile has air-

conditioning. Mr. Kapasi observes that Mr. And Mrs. Das are more like siblings to their children than 

mother and father. 

When they stop for lunch, Mrs. Das insists that Mr. Kapasi sit with them. He does, and Mr. Das takes 

their picture together. Mrs. Das gets Mr. Kapasi’s address so that she can send him a replica of the 

photo, and Mr. Kapasi starts offevolved to daydream approximately how they'll have a remarkable 

correspondence in an effort to, in a way, ultimately satisfy his goals of being a diplomat between 

nations. He imagines the witty things he'll write to her and how she will be able to reveal the 

disappointment of her marriage. 
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At the temple, Mrs. Das talks with Mr. Kapasi as they stare at friezes of women in erotic poses. Mr. 

Kapasi admires her legs and keeps to dream about their letters. Dreading taking the Dases again to their 

lodge, he shows that they move see a nearby monastery, and that they agree. When they come, the 

region is swarming with monkeys. Mr. Kapasi tells the youngsters and Mr. Das that the monkeys are 

not risky as long as they are no longer fed. 

Mrs. Das stays within the car due to the fact her legs are tired. She sits inside the the front seat 

subsequent to Mr. Kapasi and confesses to him that her younger son, Bobby, is the product of an affair 

she had 8 years in the past. She slept with a friend of Mr. Das’s who came to visit whilst she turned into 

a lonely housewife, and she or he has never instructed anyone about it. She tells Mr. Kapasi because 

he's an interpreter of maladies and she believes he can help her. Mr. Kapasi’s weigh down on her starts 

offevolved to evaporate. Mrs. Das well-knownshows that she now not loves her husband, whom she 

has regarded given that she become a younger child, and that she has damaging impulses towards her 

kids and lifestyles. She asks Mr. Kapasi to signify a few treatment for her pain. Mr. Kapasi, insulted, 

asks her whether or not it isn’t sincerely simply guilt she feels. Mrs. Das gets out of the car and joins 

her own family. As she walks, she drops a path of puffed rice. 

Meanwhile, the children and Mr. Das were playing with the monkeys. When Mrs. Das rejoins them, 

Bobby is missing. They locate him surrounded with the aid of monkeys that have come to be crazed 

from Mrs. Das’s puffed rice and are hitting Bobby at the legs with a stick he had given them. Mr. Das 

accidentally takes a picture in his anxiety, and Mrs. Das screams for Mr. Kapasi to do some thing. Mr. 

Kapasi chases off the monkeys and incorporates Bobby back to his family. Mrs. Das places a bandage 

on Bobby’s knee. Then she reaches into her purse to get a hairbrush to straighten his hair, and the paper 

with Mr. Kapasi’s deal with on it flutters away. 

Character List 

Mr. Kapasi - The Indian excursion guide who accompanies the Das own family on their experience. 

Mr. Kapasi turned into once fluent in many languages however now speaks only English. He once 

dreamed of being a diplomat however now works as a translator in a health practitioner’s workplace, a 

process he obtained while his young son died from typhoid. Mr. Kapasi lives in a loveless, arranged 

marriage and now not sees himself as a potential object of interest for women. He entertains fantasies 

approximately Mrs. Das however is in the end horrified by means of her confession of infidelity and 

self-absorption. 

 

Mrs. Mina Das - The self-absorbed wife of Mr. Das whose infidelity has isolated her from her husband 

and youngsters. Mrs. Das cares only approximately herself and her desires and has little actual 

connection to the people around her. After having an affair eight years in the past and conceiving 

Bobby, she by no means advised Mr. Das or Bobby the reality. Her need to confess her beyond 

transgressions horrifies Mr. Kapasi. 

Mr. Das - The center-school science teacher who hires Mr. Kapasi to accompany the family on their 

trip. Mr. Das takes a voyeuristic hobby in India and its human beings, no longer virtually connecting 

along with his surroundings besides via his digital camera and manual e-book. Mr. Das is a passive, 

useless determine, incapable or unwilling to reprimand his youngsters for misbehaving. In a moment of 

crisis, while Bobby is surrounded by monkeys, he fails to do whatever but by chance take a image of 

the scene. 

Bobby Das - The more youthful Das son, who isn't always truely Mr. Das’s toddler. Bobby does not 

resemble Mr. Das physically or temperamentally. He is surly and treats Mr. Das disrespectfully. 

Tina Das - The young Das daughter. Tina whines and misbehaves, seeking her mom’s attention and 

failing to get it. 
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Ronny Das - The eldest Das child. Ronny does no longer listen to his dad and mom, who prefer to do 

what he wants to do. 

The Danger of Romanticism every time a individual in “Interpreter of Maladies” fails to look the 

reality about some other man or woman, the consequences are in some way dangerous. The main 

struggle of the tale centers on  folks that romanticize every different, although in distinct ways. Mr. 

Kapasi sees Mrs. Das as a lonely housewife who will be a great associate to him in his very own 

loneliness. He misses or ignores cues that she may not be interested by him for his own sake because, 

at some level, he wishes her to be this partner. He sees many details about her, consisting of her bare 

legs and Americanized blouse and bag, however he passes over others, including the manner she 

dismisses her kids’s desires and her selfishness along with her snack. Such unflattering information do 

now not match with his theory of her. Likewise, Mrs. Das wishes Mr. Kapasi to grow to be a 

confidante to her and solve her private and marital difficulties. She perspectives him as a father parent 

and helper and misses or ignores indications that he may not healthy the ones roles. For example, she 

doesn’t notice that he is uncomfortable together with her non-public revelations and presses him for 

assist even when he explicitly tells her that he cannot supply it to her. 

CHAPTER IV 

THE NAMESAKE 

Born in 1967 in London, to parents of Bengali heritage, Jhumpa Lahiri, like Gogol and Sonia in The 

Namesake, turned into raised in New England (even though in Rhode Island, in place of Massachusetts, 

just like the Gangulis). She attended Barnard, majoring in English, and earned an MFA in Creative 

Writing from Boston University, and then a PhD in Renaissance Studies, additionally from BU. Her 

first published ebook, containing brief stories written over a few years, is titled Interpreter of Maladies. 

It received the Pulitzer Prize in 2000. Lahiri earns a dwelling both as a fiction author and as a trainer of 

creative writing. She is currently on the college at Princeton University, wherein she leads workshops 

in fiction, and has taught at other colleges within the United States. Lahiri’s fans are many, including 

the President of the United States, Barack Obama, who in 2014 offered Lahiri with the National 

Humanities Medal. For numerous years, Lahiri, her husband Alberto Vourvoulias-Bush (a magazine 

editor), and their two kids lived in Rome. 

 

To the extent that The Namesake tracks the lives of Bengali-Americans dwelling inside the 

Northeastern United States, one might say that the unconventional is stimulated by means of the 

information of Lahiri’s life. But The Namesake is likewise a work of fiction. Thus, there are important 

differences among Lahiri’s biography and the tales of the characters she portrays. Foremost amongst 

those differences is the decision to base the unconventional no longer on one perspective, however on 

several. The unnamed narrator, who refers to characters inside the 1/3 man or woman, using he orshe, 

relates the mind of Ashima, Ashoke, Moushumi, and Gogol. The characters’ views alternate as the 

novel progresses, and once in a while Lahiri’s narrator will move from one individual’s mind to any 

other inside a unmarried bankruptcy. 

The Namesake is a singular of identities—and of the way humans form and trade those identities 

through the years. Lahiri draws on a records of English-language and European fiction dating lower 

back loads of years. She makes use, especially, of a style known as the Bildungsroman, or “novel of 

education,” to music Ashima, Ashoke, and Nikhil/Gogol via time. Lahiri demonstrates how every of 

these characters grows, falls in love, and suffers misfortune. She depicts them both as contributors of 

families and groups and as people, with want and desires that are precise to them. As a lot as it's miles a 

singular approximately Bengali-American enjoy, The Namesake is likewise a singular of what it way to 

“make” and “name” oneself inside a subculture, be it American or otherwise. 
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Lahiri demonstrates these issues most sincerely inside the identify of the paintings. Ashoke first of all 

names his son “Gogol,” after Nikolai Gogol, a well-known Russian author whose fictions have unique 

significance to Ashoke. For years, Gogol reveals his name ordinary, then a burden. He does now not 

understand why his father wished to name him after a bizarre, impoverished artist, whose stories, like 

“The Nose,” are frequently sad, atypical, and not like “actual existence.” Over time, but, Gogol 

involves apprehend the teach-spoil in the course of which his father changed into studying Gogol’s 

paintings. This happens after Gogol has changed his name to Nikhil, and begun introducing himself 

this way to buddies in university. Thus, just as Gogol feels he has escaped his “burden” of a name, 

given him by way of his parents, he starts to understand the significance that that name has for Ashoke 

and Ashima. 

Gogol’s gradual information of what “Gogol” method maps onto his improvement as a scholar, 

architect, friend, and romantic associate over many years. The global Lahiri creates each stresses the 

significance of names and indicates that all names, all identities, exist in flux. Gogol becomes Gogol, 

but with the aid of the cease of the radical, he unearths himself studying Nikolai Gogol in his old home 

close to Boston. When he is a more youthful guy, he needs most effective to get away the identities he 

feels are imposed on him by means of his circle of relatives. But he learns, over time, to recognize the 

struggles of his mother and father’ generation, and the differences between those struggles and his 

personal. 

The Namesake is as plenty a mirrored image of the writer’s many cultural and highbrow hobbies as it is 

an account of the immigrant experience. More than a e-book “for” or “approximately” Bengali-

Americans, The Namesake takes up questions salient to any American, in any cultural network. 

The novel begins in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1968. Ashima Ganguli, expecting a baby, makes a 

snack for herself in the kitchen of her rental, which she stocks along with her husband, Ashoke. The  

met in Calcutta, in which their marriage turned into arranged by their parents. Ashoke is a graduate 

student in electrical engineering at MIT. Though Ashima became afraid to move the world over with a 

man she slightly knew, she dutifully did so, pleasant her circle of relatives’s desires. She offers birth to 

a boy in the hospital in Cambridge. Ashoke, almost killed in a educate accident as a young guy in India, 

makes a decision that the boy’s nickname, or pet call, have to be Gogol, after Nikolai Gogol, the 

Russian author. Ashima and Ashoke agree to register the boy’s prison name as “Gogol.”Gogol is 

Ashoke’s preferred author, in element due to the fact Ashoke became analyzing Gogol during the teach 

accident. A dropped page of that e-book precipitated the government to apprehend Ashoke in the 

wreckage, and that they stored his lifestyles. 

The Gangulis look ahead to an “reliable” call for Gogol to return inside the mail, from Calcutta. But 

Ashima’s grandmother, who has the ceremonial honor of naming the boy, suffers a stroke, and her 

letter with Gogol’s respectable call is lost inside the mail. The family settles into lifestyles in 

Cambridge, with Ashima studying to take Gogol round on her errands. As the circle of relatives 

prepares for its first trip returned to Calcutta, Ashoke and Ashima learn that Ashima’s father has died 

unexpectedly. Their experience is shrouded in mourning. Ashima, specifically, misses her dad and 

mom and her home in Calcutta, in spite of the circle of relatives’s developing community of Bengali 

buddies in the Boston location. 

The Gangulis flow to a Boston suburb, a college town where Ashoke has observed a process coaching 

electrical engineering. Gogol starts preschool, then kindergarten, and Ashima misses spending time 

with him, and strolling around the community. Gogol starts faculty, and even though his dad and mom 

have settled on an professional name, Nikhil, for him to use there, Gogol insists on being known as 

“Gogol,” and so the call sticks. Ashima and Ashoke have some other infant, a lady named Sonia. Years 

pass, and the circle of relatives settles into the modest residence inside the suburbs, on Pemberton 

Road. In high school, Gogol grows green with envy of his name, which he unearths unusual, not 
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“certainly” Indian. He learns approximately the existence of Nikolai Gogol in a literature class, and is 

horrified by way of that guy’s weird, unhappy existence. Ashoke offers Gogol a copy of Gogol’s 

testimonies for his fourteenth birthday, and nearly tells him the tale of his train twist of fate, however 

holds again. Gogol hides the book in a closet and forgets approximately it. 

Gogol formally modifications his call to Nikhil earlier than going to Yale. He meets a woman there 

named Ruth, and that they fall in love, dating for over a yr. After waiting hurriedly for Gogol’s not on 

time Amtrak train, one excursion weekend, Ashoke tells his son about the train-ruin that nearly killed 

him, and that gave Gogol his call. Gogol turned into blind to the tale until this point. Nikhil develops a 

love for architecture, and after graduating from Yale, he attends design school at Columbia, then lives 

uptown and works for a company in Manhattan. He meets a younger lady in New York named Maxine, 

who leads a worldly existence together with her dad and mom downtown. Nikhil basically actions into 

Maxine’s home, and the 2 date critically. Gogol introduces Maxine to his dad and mom one summer 

season, then spends  weeks in New Hampshire with Maxine’s circle of relatives, the Ratliffs, believing 

that their existence, rather than his mother and father’, is paradise. 

Gogol continues his life in New York, although he visits his mother and sister in Boston greater often. 

Ashima sets Gogol up withMoushumi, a own family buddy from Pemberton Road, who now research 

for a French-literature PhD in New York. Gogol and Moushumi to begin with resist this blind date, 

however find that they like and apprehend one another. They keep relationship and soon fall in love. 

After approximately a year, they marry in a big Bengali ceremony in New Jersey, near wherein 

Moushumi’s dad and mom now live. They hire an condo together downtown. 

Time passes. The couple takes a experience to Paris, wherein Moushumi supplies a paper at a 

convention. The marriage lines. Moushumi likes spending time along with her inventive, Brooklyn 

buddies, while Gogol finds them frustrating and egocentric. Gogol also resents the specter of Graham, 

Moushumi’s banker ex-fiancé, who turned into properly pals with the inventive group Moushumi 

nevertheless adores. Moushumi, feeling restricted within the marriage, starts an affair with an vintage 

buddy, an aimless instructional named Dimitri Desjardins. She continues the affair from Gogol for 

numerous months, but in the end Nikhil catches her in a lie, and he or she admits all to him. They 

divorce. 

CONCLUSION 

Born in 1967 in London, to dad and mom of Bengali history, Jhumpa Lahiri, like Gogol and Sonia in 

The Namesake, was raised in New England (despite the fact that in Rhode Island, as opposed to 

Massachusetts, just like the Gangulis). She attended Barnard, majoring in English, and earned an MFA 

in Creative Writing from Boston University, after which a PhD in Renaissance Studies, additionally 

from BU. Her first posted ebook, containing brief testimonies written over a few years, is titled 

Interpreter of Maladies. It won the Pulitzer Prize in 2000. Lahiri earns a dwelling both as a fiction 

writer and as a trainer of innovative writing. She is presently on the school at Princeton University, 

wherein she leads workshops in fiction, and has taught at other schools inside the United States. 

Lahiri’s lovers are many, which include the President of the US, Barack Obama, who in 2014 supplied 

Lahiri with the National Humanities Medal. For several years, Lahiri, her husband Alberto 

Vourvoulias-Bush (a mag editor), and their youngsters lived in Rome. 

The Namesake and Interpreter of Maladies are perhaps Lahiri’s nice-regarded works, although each of 

her guides, together with the fast-tale collection Unaccustomed Earth (2008) and the radical The 

Lowland (2013), has brought about sizeable income and wide acclaim. Lahiri is known as a creator of 

immigrant lifestyles, particularly regarding the stories of Bengalis dwelling in the United States. But 

it'd be restricting to nation that this is Lahiri’s sole preoccupation. Instead, The Namesake tracks a first-

rate many other issues: humans’s romantic relationships and friendships; the character of circle of 

relatives and loss; and the impact of literature, art, and food on human beings’s lives. Lahiri, 
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throughout The Namesake, makes connection with the cultural practices now not simplest of Bengalis 

and Americans, however of Britons and Europeans as nicely. 

Central issues of all of Lahiri’s work, “Interpreter of Maladies” protected, are the difficulties that 

Indians have in regarding Americans and the approaches in which Indian Americans are caught in the 

center of two very extraordinary cultures. We study pretty some details about in which the Das own 

family suits into this cultural divide. Mr. And Mrs. Das had been each born and raised in America, even 

though their retired mother and father have now moved to India to stay. The Dases go to each few 

years, bringing the children with them. They are Indian however now not of India, and their get dressed 

and way are fully American. Although Mr. Kapasi recognizes a few common cultural history, the 

Dases are not any extra acquainted with India than another traveler. Mr. Das is based on a visitor 

guidebook to tell him about the usa thru which they're travelling, and Mrs. Das could not be extra tired 

of her surroundings if she attempted. Although India is their dad and mom’ domestic, Mr. And Mrs. 

Das are foreigners. Mr. Das even seems to take pleasure in his popularity as a stranger, telling Mr. 

Kapasi about his American roots with an “air of unexpected self assurance.” 

Though Mr. Kapasi and the Dases do percentage an Indian history, their marriages display the extent of 

ways exclusive their cultures definitely are. Mr. Kapasi believes that he can relate to Mrs. Das’s sad 

marriage due to the fact he himself is in an sad marriage. He seeks this commonplace floor as a way to 

find friendship and connection. However, the relationship fails due to the fact the marriages are so 

massively one of a kind. Mr. Kapasi’s mother and father organized his marriage, and he and Mrs. 

Kapasi don't have anything in common. By comparison, Mrs. Das fell in love with Mr. Das at a 

younger age, and although their union turned into encouraged by their mother and father, her marriage 

turned into not arranged. Mrs. Das’s comments approximately her and Mr. Das’s sexual behaviors at 

some stage in their courtship surprise Mr. Kapasi, who has never seen his wife bare. Furthermore, Mr. 

Kapasi is offended via the idea of infidelity in Mrs. Das’s marriage. This lack of awareness displays a 

differing understanding of duty and own family among the two cultures. The two marriages may also 

both be sad, but the reasons, remedies, errors, and outcomes of that disappointment don't have any 

overlap in anyway. Mr. Kapasi’s fantasy of forging a friendship with Mrs. Das is shattered even earlier 

than he sees his cope with slip away inside the wind. The cultural divide among him and Mrs. Das is, 

from his view, simply too huge. 

The Namesake is also a novel of studying. Many characters in the ebook themselves study novels. 

Ashoke, in India, falls in love with fiction, specifically that of the Russians. Ashima is enamored of 

English poets. Ashoke’s father is an avid reader, too. In America, Gogol reads with less avidity, 

however his father nevertheless offers him Nikolai Gogol’s works, which cross on to have an essential 

symbolic cost for him. 

Moushumi makes use of reading as a form of escape, and he or she research literature professionally as 

a doctoral pupil at NYU. It is through a book given her by Dimitri that she rekindles her romance with 

him and ends her marriage. And, of path, the radical ends with a scene of Gogol leaving the birthday 

party, and analyzing the Gogol memories his father had given him long ago. As its name shows, The 

Namesake is a singular of identities. Gogol grows up at a loss for words with the aid of his puppy 

name. He feels it isn't his personal, and it isn't always till university, after he has legally changed it to 

Nikhil, that his father tells him the story that lies at the back of it. Gogol realizes that it's far one issue 

to trade one’s name officially, however every other element to come to be a special individual. Gogol 

tries on special identities at different levels of his life: in college, with Ruth, after college, with Maxine, 

and in his marriage to Moushumi. 

Moushumi, too, is wrapped up in an identity that is “French,” continental, and highbrow. The 

identification she bureaucracy with Gogol, that of husband and wife, chafes together with her, and she 

or he seeks to desert it. In comparison, Ashima and Ashoke develop closer together as time goes on. It 
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is handiest when Ashoke dies all of sudden that Ashima begins to research a brand new identity, that of 

a widow, albeit one surrounded by way of a loving and supportive family. 
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